
The Never-ending Theatre

By Danielle R



It sounded like violin music but it was coming from the 
basement...... 
 
 
 
Up high, beyond the clouds, sat motionlessly in between a 
pastry shop and the supermarket was The High Theatre, a 
place that every girl or boy dreamt of going.

 
                                             Welcome To 
The Theatre! 



But one day, it got 
abandoned and no one 
ever visited again.

And in the basement of that very 
theatre- which nobody ever knew 
about -is a whole other story.

The story of why it shut 
down is a story to long to 
tell.



Down deep, under the floorboards, 
where nobody dared of going was......



:two ballerinas,Vanessa and Zoe,a violinist 
called Oscar,a drummer called Michael and the 
most beautiful of them all,Kitty ,the princess of 
the ocean.



But in the darkest 
depths of the 
dustbin,was Marcel the 
dustbin King and his 
horrific troll 
sidekick,Adam.

Although everybody tried to be friendly to them,all Marcel wanted 
to do was play pranks on the theatre and ruin it for everyone.

One day,Marcel did the worst of 
his tricks and guess what he 
did........



They tried to 
suck them up 
in a vacuum!



Vanessa,Oscar and Michael got sucked 
up so Zoe and Kitty had an adventure 
ahead of them.They tried to suck 
themselves up the hoover but they 
used their heads and realised that they 
wouldn't be able to get back out again. 
 
So they tried to climb inside.They 
wriggled,jiggled and wobbled;they 
couldn't get in.



Zoe climbed onto the vacuum and 
started pressing buttons.She pushed on 
one and it turned the vacuum on,so she 
switched it back off again.Then Kitty 
pressed one and the plug came out of 
the wall and flew back into the 
hoover,so they plugged it back in.Yet 
again,no surprise,Kitty pressed a button 
and it detached the end of it.It lay 
motionlessly on the hard concrete.



The last button.The red button. 
"I'm not sure about this,"Zoe 
moaned. 
So they both pushed it 
together.....and.......

POW....VRRRRMM......POOF

Out shot 
everyone!



When they came out ,they were a 
bit smelly.Angrily,they all stormed 
off to find Marcel and Adam.When 
they found them,they said sorry 
and all became best friends,putting 
on shows together,having parties 
together.....

For now.....



The Never-ending Theatre 

Marcel,the evil dustbin King and his 
minion Adam,a goblin, try to 
hoover up Kitty and her friends!To 
get them out,they had to do the 
one thing they dreaded.....

......press the red button...


